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Instagram’s new age veri�cation tactics could assuage regulators but
increase risks

Instagram reviewing users’ uploaded IDs and video sel�es – which in some cases involves a third party conducting automated
analysis – could lead to the social media giant facing heightened legal risk.

On 23 June, Instagram announced it was beta testing three new ways to verify users’ age in the US. Users can now upload
photos of their ID to con�rm their age. They can additionally use mutual followers to con�rm how old they are or upload video
sel�es; the sel�es are shared with tech company Yoti, which estimates age based on facial features.

Historically, websites not aimed at children would say they assume they are not collecting data from minors or require users to
register and state their birthdate to verify their age and comply with the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA),
noted Balch & Bingham partner Brandon Robinson. But regulators’ ire and focus are shifting, he said, and Instagram may receive
credit for its proactivity.

However, Instagram's new advanced steps for verifying age doesn’t clear them of all legal liabilities, he added.

“I think it’s a bene�cial move for Instagram, it shows them being more proactive in using advanced technology that helps them
comply with the law both from privacy harms and [minors] entering more adult parts of Instagram. It’s unclear whether
mistakes in these programmes would result in liability or exposure to them rather than relying on the entered birthdate,”
Robinson said.

The use of algorithms could expose Instagram to additional legal risks if there’s disparate impact, Robinson added.

“The second risk is things that are inherent in arti�cial intelligence and machine learning all together. That falls on Yoti,” he said.
“There's some risk there and if the algorithm ends up operating in a way that it reveals some bias or discrimination.”

Collecting and analysing additional personal information to verify someone’s age also comes with heightened risk.

For instance, companies collecting state IDs or biometrics could trigger data breach noti�cation or other state laws, noted Fox
Rothschild partner Odia Kagan. Additionally, companies should know what data is training its algorithm and other important
questions. “And generally: How does your algorithm work? Is it �t for purpose, is it accurate, does it discriminate”,” she said.

Still, such risks shouldn’t stop any company from collecting more data or leveraging additional technology to verify age, Kagan
said – instead, they should be encouraged by the likes of the UK’s age appropriate design code and similar planned Californian
measures to further protect minors.
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“There's a big trend both in enforcement and in legislation in both the US and Europe to introduce a higher level of
responsibility and scrutiny with respect to the content being presented to kids and teens,” Kagan said.
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